Morton Klein of the Zionist Organization of America (ZOA) and Candace Owens of Turning Point
USA will be testifying at a congressional hearing on hate crime. Not only does neither individual
possess any expertise on the matter, they have also both engaged in bigoted and incendiary
rhetoric that disqualifies them from engaging productively on the subject.

Morton Klein:
In 2018, Klein compared Arabs to Nazis, and doubled down on his use of “filthy Arab” as a slur
he found legitimate.

Morton Klein came to the defense of Jeanine Pirro after Fox News condemns her anti-Muslim
comments suggesting the Hijab is a sign of disloyalty to the United States:
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Klein also called for the U.S. to adopt Israel’s discriminatory policies that profile on the basis of
faith and background, saying: “we should adopt the same profiling policies as Israel and be
more thorough in vetting Muslims.”

Morton Klein leveled sexist attack on Harvard-educated actress Natalie Portman, suggesting she
was attractive but stupid, over her criticism of Benjamin Netanyahu:
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Klein regularly attacks more established Jewish organizations for failing to seemingly engage in
bigoted attacks. Here, he makes the baseless allegation that the Anti-Defamation League (ADL)
does not condemn the murder of Jews by Arabs:

Klein also attacks the ADL by accusing them of “promoting Black Lives Matter and … the
extremist anti-Israel group J Street,” prompting criticism from the Conference of Presidents of
Major American Jewish Organizations:
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When Fox News host Jeanine Pirro found herself in hot water a few weeks ago, after suggesting
that American Muslims who wear a Hijab (including an American Muslim Congresswoman)
could not be loyal to the United States, Morton Klein tweeted his support for Pirro’s comments.

Candace Owens:
The New Zealand mosque shooter who recently murdered more than 50 Muslims cited Candace
Owens as his greatest influence in the manifesto he left behind:
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Candace Owens warns about Muslim birthrates in Europe.

When Fox News host Jeanine Pirro found herself in hot water a few weeks ago, after suggesting
that American Muslims who wear a Hijab (including an American Muslim Congresswoman)
could not be loyal to the United States, Candace tweeted that she would host a former Muslim
who abandoned Islam on her show to show solidarity with Pirro:
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Last year, Candace attacked liberal women she dislikes by taking a dig at the fact that they have
not had children, suggesting not having children was the cause of a “bio-chemical’ change:

The following is a summary from NBC news:
For Owens, climate change is a lie used to “extract dollars from Americans,” abortion is the
“extermination” of black babies, undocumented immigrants brought to the U.S. as children
should be immediately deported, and concern over rising white nationalism is “stupid,” an
opinion she expressed after a white nationalist drove through a group of counterprotesters last
summer in Charlottesville, Virginia, killing a woman.
Owens cites George Soros and “globalists” among the country’s most looming threats and has
called for the imprisonment of Hillary and Bill Clinton, former FBI director James Comey, special
counsel Robert Mueller and the TV anchors Jake Tapper, Rachel Maddow and Anderson Cooper,
among others.
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Candace Owens expressed approval for Hitler’s nationalism, adding that it was his globalism
that was the problem:

Candace also expressed transphobic views, opposing transgender inclusion in the military and
saying “I cannot think of anybody’s emotional capabilities that are more unstable than
somebody that is transitioning from a male to a female.”
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